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archiving
your research
data

This decision aid helps you find a suitable place to archive your research data once you have completed
and/or published your research. Following WUR’s research data policy, all data sets underlying
publications must be archived, and all archived data sets must be registered in Pure.

What is data archiving?

Why archive your data?

Data archiving is the long-term storage of research

Data archiving ensures data are kept safe. Many data

data, usually in so-called data repositories.

repositories ‘look after’ the data, ensuring that files
remain readable over time. Data repositories also make
data sets findable and easily citable by others.

Choosing a place to archive your research data
What data do you wish to archive?

Supplementary/individual data files of <500MB
(e.g. tables supplementing a thesis chapter).

A complete data set underlying a publication
(e.g. a collection of spreadsheets, scripts and output
figures, which an article is based on).

Archive in the WUR e-depot

Archive in a data repository

Contact Data Management Support to supply your data
files. You can then also get a DOI, making your data files
easily findable and citable.

Does the journal that is publishing your article advise or
require a specific repository?

NO

Choose a data repository

A multidisciplinary repository
supported by WUR Library

Another repository, either
multidisciplinary or disciplinary

WUR Library can help you archive data
sets with DANS-EASY and 4TU.Centre
for Research Data.

This overview and the website
www.re3data.org can help you search.

YES

Check this list to
ensure that the
repository has been
assessed and
approved by Data
Management
Support. Is the
repository not yet
listed? Contact Data
Management Support
to have it assessed.

Contact data@wur.nl to get data sets underlying publications registered in Pure.

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact Data Management Support, or visit the Data Management website for more information.

